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Abstract

IMAGE 01-SENIORS AND HOME
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Lexicon

Introduction
The process of my growing up is the story of her aging. I
witnessed how she struggled for a little bit more pension and
was amazed at how many ways of saving money she used.
As well as how she use the social resources for the elderly
and how much she enjoyed it. She is just a single example
among millions of seniors in China, but reflects many
common problems and challenges of the aging population.

From 1958 to 1983, it was the largest collective unit in China, which
had governmental, political, and economic functions during the
Cultural Revolution. People inside it were divided into different
production teams. Team members worked collectively for agriculture
production, or labor and meal preparation. They lived in assigned
houses and ate together, shared local welfare as well.

The World is rapidly aging. Over two billion people will be 60
years and older by 2050, more than triple the number in 2000,
according to the World Health Organization. The continuously
increasing aging population has became a global issue which is
caused by the declining fertility rate and the increase in life
expectancy. As countries and cities, experience a demographic
shift, the need for age-friendly design is becoming ever more
critical.

Hukou

The city of Shenzhen in China is my hometown. A big, young
city. The average age of Shenzhen’s population is only about 32
years old. But its aging environment currently enters a period in
which the elderly surge and medical care needs would
intensively erupt. How to deal with the great gaps between
huge numbers seniors needs and the age-friendly environment
in the city is the main problem I want to solve, from which I
begin my thesis.

It applies low-cost, temporary design
strategies or actions to reshape the built
environment for long-term change. The goal
is to improve local neighbourhoods and city
gathering spaces.

However, older people are often underestimated. Some people
equate the old age as a period of fragility and social isolation.
Besides, cities aren’t doing enough to prepare for the needs of
an aging population, including a failure to acknowledge the
interconnection between aging communities and their cities.
The vast majority of older people live in their homes and
communities, but in environments that have not been designed
with their needs and capacities in mind.

10

People’s Commune

It is a system of household registration used
in China. Everyone has one which records
people’s birth date, birthplace, parents,
home address and nationality.

Tactical Urbanism

Tidal Space
It is a type of space that has two states. It
works like a tidal, which is flexible at
different times of a day. When the tide rises
at the time people are everywhere, the
space is able to support a maximum
number of people, while the tide ebbs at the
time less people occupy the space, the
hidden folding urban furniture can be
unfolded to provide activities.
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Chapter One

Aging
Environment

In China, the One-Child policy has been
in place for 23 years. As a result, the
younger generation is decreasing while the
aging population is increasing. In a common
young family, a couple needs to take care of
up to 4 seniors and 1 to 2 children. The
pressure of attending seniors gets more
burdensome now for a family. Together with
the fast-paced, high-pressure modern
working environment, the traditional family
care, family support, for the elderly is
gradually weakening. But the emerging
socialized care for the elderly in the city has
not yet grown up. Given that China has a
large aging population that is migrating to
cities, my hope is that my thesis contributes
to an understanding of how to support
these members of society.

IMAGE 02-SHENZHEN GANGXIA VILLAGE AERIAL PHOTO

Image from Lauren Johnston
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Two Factors:
One-Child Policy exists from 1982 to 2005 in China. During this 23 years, one couple
only raise one children.

IMAGE 03-SHENZHEN 40 YEARS OF POPULATION AND ITS GROWTH CHART

IMAGE 04-POPULATION CHANGE OF THE ELDERLY CHART

Image from souhu.com

Image from souhu.com

1. One-Child Policy decreses the growth rate of new births in China. That the speed of
population increase gets slower.

2. Along with longer life expectancy, the proportion of aging population is rising. The
problem of aging population gets more and more urgent. The burden of younger family is
climbing too. In a common young family, a couple needs to take care of 4 seniors and 1 to 2
children.
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Two Factors:
Rural-to-Urban Migration influences the city of Shenzhen to a large extent. A large
number of immigrants come from rural villages to the city.

IMAGE 05-1979 TO 2010 SHENZHEN PERMANENT RESIDENT AND IMMIGRANT POPULATION CHART

IMAGE 06-MEDICAL RESOURCES COMPARASION AMONG BIG CITIES TABLE

Image from qfang.com

Image from Baidu.com

1. In Shenzhen, the non-registered elderly population is larger than the registered elderly
ones. Native seniors and first-generation builders in Shenzhen accounted for a small overall
proportion, while the number of seniors brought by new immigrants in the 21st century is
huge.

2. Shenzhen’s aging population growth is about to enter a period in which the elderly surge
and medical care needs would intensively erupt. But so far, the medical resources in
Shenzhen are highly lacking, including the number of nursing home and hospital beds for
the elderly.
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IMAGE 07-PEOPLE’S COMMUNE SYSTEM
Image from Baidu.com

IMAGE 08-URBAN “HUKOU” SYSTEM
Image from Baidu.com

In countryside, people work together for agricultural production and

In China, everyone has a household register book with specific identity,

living resources, like food, living places and daily objects are

either belong to urban population or rural population. As an urban

distributed evenly to everyone. Before 1978 when an important social

population, people can enjoy the resources in the city, vice versa. After

movement called Reform and development occurs, People’s

1978, high level of industrialization attract people to the city. Therefore,

Commune system takes major control of population migration.

more people want to get Urban “hukou“. The strict rules of receiving
urban “hukou” heavily takes control of the number of people
immigrating to the city.
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One Phenomenon:
Since ancient China thousands of years ago,
the idea of respecting and attending to the
elderly has always occupied the mainstream
position in China. Family support is the main
way for most families.
The UK has experienced a transition from a
government-led pension model, to an
institutional pension model, and then to a
market-based pension model. In Japan, due to
the influence of Chinese Confucianism, it used
to be mainly home-based care for the elderly.
After 1961, it gradually transitioned to an
institutional care-age model, forming an oldage care model that focuses on home care and
complements the institutional care.

IMAGE 09-POPULATION
COMPOSITION BY AGE

20

source: nationwide demographic census of 2021

Population
Composition
by Age

China also experiences long history of
exploring the modes of seniors care. During the
People’s Commune period around 1958,
collective elderly care became a model of
elderly care highly recommended by the
government. The first batch of nursing homes
in China emerged during this period. The
number of nursing homes has been growing
until the reform. After opening, around the
1980s, the number began to decline. In 1983,
the national pension insurance system began to
be implemented, and the old-age universities
and institutional pension models began to
appear. Up to now, just like the United States,
there is a coexistence of multiple models such
as family care, institutional care, independent
care, and residential care. However, compared
with China, the United States has richer and
more mature experience in Pension insurance
system and supervision and management
mechanism.
21
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Image from Ruiheyanglao on Zhihu
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IMAGE 10-DESIRE OF STAYING IN
SHENZHEN
-66% seniors are willing to stay in
Shenzhen

IMAGE 13-DESIRE OF GOING TO A
NURSING HOME
-57% seniors do not consider or have
not pay attention to going to a nursing
home, while 43% people do have
thought about going to a nursing home

IMAGE 11-REASONS FOR SENIORS
STAYING IN SHENZHEN
-53% seniors settled down in
Shenzhen for their children

IMAGE 14-REASONS FOR SENIORS
NOT CONSIDERING NURSING HOME
-top 3 reasons are related with family,
like living at home, children’s opinions
and taking care of grandson

IMAGE 12-REASONS FOR SENIORS
NOT STAYING IN SHENZHEN
-high living cost and the sense of
aloneness drive seniors away from
Shenzhen

IMAGE 15-REASONS FOR SENIORS
CONSIDERING NURSING HOME
-24% choices are related with children,
38% are about medical care needs and
38% are about the sense of aloneness
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Shenzhen is one of China’s four
first-tier cities, however, its
urban development just began
from 40 years ago. With more
than 1,700 years of history as a
county and more than 800
years of immigration history,
Shenzhen has increased about
14 million population within 40
years. To 2027, Shenzhen will
become an aging society with
more than 2 million seniors in
Shenzhen. Factors, One-Child
policy and Rural-to-Urban
migration, are two main means
of controlling population.
The 23 years of executing
One-Child policy results in the
contibuing increase of aging
population. And it keeps attarct
young new-comers to the city
who are more willing to bring
their older family to the city
after 2000.
The desires of seniors show
that they will keep staying after
retirement, which adds more
burden to the city. Low
pension, high living expenses
and high fees for medical care
are the difficulties seniors meet
in Shenzhen. Most of people in
the city cannot live by
themselve independently for a
medium-quality life by merely
relying on their limited pension.
IMAGE 16- SHENZHEN AGING ENVIRONMENT
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IMAGE 17-CHINESE FAMILY TREE
Image from Family Tree of China

China has had a strong sense of
family since ancient times.
Genealogy, the family tree, is the
life history of a family, which
records the origin, birth and
reproduction of the whole family.
The steady spread of traditional
family concepts has played a
great role in maintaining social
stability. The content of
traditional Chinese family ethics
can be briefly summarized as:
father is kind to son, brothers
and friends are respectful;
Women obey their husbands, the
husband is the wife’s law. This is
the internal order of Chinese
families, which is not the same
as in the West.

Conclusion
1. NUMBER
Shenzhen’s aging environment currently enters a period in
which the elderly would surge. But the city hasn’t well
prepared for supporting seniors needs. Even though the
seniors in Shenzhen are mainly younger seniors, they are
about to use more medical services in the following years as
they age. So Shenzhen should consider the construction of
elderly medical care which is lacking now in advance.
2. FAMILY
Seniors’ choices are highly related with their family situation.
The lack of good medical care is a big issue in the city. Most
seniors’ first choice is staying at home. If they are in good
health, they are not willing to live in nursing home.
3. NEGLECT
Cities aren’t doing enough to prepare for the needs of an
aging population, including a failure to admit the
interconnection between the aging population and the city.
As cities experience a demographic shift, the need for
age-friendly design is becoming ever more critical.
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Chapter Two

The elderly are a special group of
population. They have different habits of
living and using public space in the city in
terms of time and space, compared with
other city users. Analyzing how the city of
Shenzhen currently provides space for
seniors, what are the needs of the elderly,
especially many of them migrating from rural
areas to urban areas, and where there are
opportunities to better support seniors’
needs are crucial for understanding the
relationship between seniors and the city.

SeniorsCity
Relationship

IMAGE 18-DANCING IN BIJIASHAN PARK, SHENZHEN
Image from Baidu.com
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Seniors-City Relationship:
Seniors’ Activities
How do seniors use the surrounding green
spaces? How does the city of Shenzhen
currently provides space for seniors within
city’s one-mile walk?

IMAGE 19-SENIOR’S ACTIVITIES
WITHIN ONE-MILE WALK
30
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Seniors-City
Relationship:
Seniors’ Activities
Different kinds of senior
activities occur in different
scales of spaces, ranging
from small areas of space,
100 ft2, to larger spaces
more than 10 thousand
square feet. Not only the
size of the space, but also
the quality of the space,
including material, plant and
program, that influences the
seniors choice of the space.

IMAGE 20-SENIOR’S ACTIVITIES OF
DIFFERENT SCALES
32
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Seniors-City Relationship:
Housing Typologies
Where are the opportunities to better support seniors’ needs?

IMAGE 21-HIGHRISE
Image from Fang.com

IMAGE 22-AFFORDABLE HOUSING
Image from Fang.com

IMAGE 23-ELIT’S APARTMENT
Image from Baidu.com

IMAGE 24-URBAN VILLAGE
Image from Sohu.com

1. large and high-quality indoor and

1. small and low-quality indoor and

1. more indoor public spaces than

1. rare indoor and outdoor public

outdoor public space

outdoor public space

outdoor ones

spaces

2. medium density

2. high density

2. low building density and low

2. low building density but high

3. exellent supporting facilities

3. lack of supporting facilities

usage density

usgae density

4. convenient transport

4. not convenient

3. well-prepared supporting

3. poor and low-efficiency

5. more expensive

5. only low-income citizens can

facilities

supporting facilities

apply for this type of building

4. convenient location

4. good location, near public

5. only for elits who are verified by

services

the civic government

5. most are immigrants
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The Urban Village:
1. Linkage of urban and rural areas
2. Cultural continuation and Kinship relationship inheritance

IMAGE 25-IMMIGRANTS MOVING CYCLE DIAGRAM
36

IMAGE 26-SENIORS’ CONNECTIONS DIAGRAM
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The Urban Village:
Ancestrall Hall in rural and urban areas

IMAGE 27-ANCESTRAL HALL COMPARISON
The left image from Baidu.com
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The Urban Village:
Gathering Spaces in rural and urban areas

IMAGE 28-FICUS SQUARE COMPARISON
The left image from Urban Villages-The disappearing Cities
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The Urban Village:
Demolition or Remain? What make the urban villages unique?
1. historical heritage of traditional villages
2. rich architecture language
3. informal economic mode
4.diverse demographics

“If we are destined to pay attention to
economic development and wealth
increase, what is it for? What is the
ideal society of prosperity and safety in
our minds? Are there more basic
human values and ways of connection
between people than economic
relations and the principle of equivalent
exchange? If they are eliminated by
market liberalism, in what state will we
survive? The most important question
is, can the crisis of mankind be solved
by Market Economy?”
-Karl Polanyi, The Great Transformation, 2001

IMAGE 29-Gangxia Village Demolition
Image from Sina.com
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The Urban Village

KEEP AND
REVITALIZE

IMAGE 30-NANTOU VILLAGE
Image from UABB Committee
44
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Chapter Three

Gangxia
Village

The Urban Villages used to be inhabited
by families with the same surname. Entering
21th century, it functions as small, cheap
but convenient rental houses for immigrants,
as connections between rural and urban
areas for the vast majority of immigrants
from the countryside. Culturally, it plays a
vital role in kinship relationship inheritance
and civilization continuation. Within the
limited land, multiple factors are bargaining
with each other for a place to live and thrive,
including indoor space for residence,
commerce, and outdoor public space for
walking and recreation. Inside the village, it
is a utopia, while people are going out,
another world filled with high-rise buildings
immediately shows up in front of their eyes.

IMAGE 31-MAIN GATE OF GANGXIA VILLAGE
Image from Shenzhenchihuo
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“When Lingnan enters the midsummer,
heaven and earth become a big
steamer. The hot air makes people’s
hair follicles, sweat glands greasy, and
brain drowsy. People hardly lift up
their energy.”
-Poety from anonymity

IMAGE 32-GANGXIA VILLAGE AERIAL VIEW
Image from Back to the root
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Neighbourhood
This is how Gangxia Village
looked like 40 years ago. In
the past, backing mountains
and neighboring water were
important factors in the site
selection of primitive
villages. The site of villages
is usually coordinated with
the natural environment.
Therefore, Shenzhen formed
different village groups.
They are separated from
each other by farmland and
water systems, but they are
closely connected.
The village of Gangxia is the
last urban village in central
zone of Shenzhen. Originally
it has two parts, west village
and east village which are
separated by the Caitian
Road. Currently, only the
east village has been kept
and maintained the original
shape and structure.
Although urbanization has
smoothed out a lot of
natural landscapes, the idea
of letting nature wrok still
can be learned and used
into modern landscape
architecture design.
Translating workable
traditional rural spaces into
urban area is a big challege
worths exploring.
50

IMAGE 33-1980’S GANGXIA VILLAGE
Image from Dayong Studio
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Neighbourhood
Moving from neighbourhood scale to local scale, I find
seniors need more public spaces to gather inside the
village. Since changes come with aging. Their range of
activities shrink as they become older and older.

Gangxia Village is surrounded by high-rise buildings. It is
featured by high density of buildings and little vegetation,
great location and low rent.

Residential High-Rise

The Urban Village

Government Housing

Commercial Hotel

Entrance

IMAGE 34-NEIGHBORHOOD ANALYSIS
52

IMAGE 35-SITE ANALYSIS
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Seniors’
Needs
CHANGES COME WITH AGING!
-Sensory, visual and hearing acuity
-Physical, strength, speed of execution, fine motor
control and hand-eye coordination
-Cognitive, memory, reasoning and abstract thinking.
-Social, changes in income and earning capacity,
loss of social networks and the death of a spouse
and/ or friends, society’s “isolating” attitude

Age-Friendly
Environment

-Emotional, loneliness, isolation, tension or worry,
anxiety
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Neighbourhood:
Highrise-Side Door-The Urban Village Section

IMAGE 36-URBAN VILLAGE TO HIGH-RISE SECTION

This is a side gate of the village. There is one meter elevation difference between the urban village and the
nearby neighbourhood. The village is easy to get flooded with water running into from this entrance during
rainy seasons.
56
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Neighbourhood:
Road-Main Entrance-The Urban Village Section

IMAGE 37-URBAN VILLAGE TO
MAIN ENTRANCE SECTION

This is the village’s main entrance
with traditional archway style. In
front of the gate is a big square
and connects with main roads.
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Neighbourhood:
Government Housing-The Urban Village Section

IMAGE 38-URBAN VILLAGE TO
COMMERCIAL HOTEL SECTION

A path and a wall separate the
urban village with another
neighborhood which has more
green spaces.
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Neighbourhood:
Hotel-The Urban Village Section

IMAGE 39-URBAN VILLAGE TO
MAIN ENTRANCE SECTION

A wall separates the urban village
with a luxurious hotel which is so
high that it blocks the urban
village from the sun at many
times.
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Built Environment:
Nine Space Typologies
There are mainly nine typologies of spaces,
nine possibilities of designing for seniors in
the village. From top left to bottom right,
they respectively are multifunctional
playground, ancestral hall, parking lot,
alley, road, backyard, unified Building,
courtyard and rooftop. These limited land
exist in the village that can be developed
for serving seniors.

IMAGE 40-SPACE TYPOLOGIES
64
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Space Typology One: Ancestral Hall
It used to be a place people gather and pray for good
things when they encounter difficulties. Half of it keeps
the original function while the rest turns into a seniors
apartment now and only people living inside can use the
outdoor space.

IMAGE 41-ANCESTRAL HALL DIAGRAM
66

IMAGE 42-ANCESTRAL HALL PHOTO
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Space Typology Two: Parking Lot
This parking lot is slightly higher than the road and
entirely made up of concrete. And it would be totally
occupied by cars at night, while in the daytimes, some
spaces might be empty.

IMAGE 43-PARKING LOT DIAGRAM
68

IMAGE 44-PARKING LOT PHOTO
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Space Typology Three: Unified
Building
This is a different type of neighbourhood inside the
village whose main residents are natives. Different from
the irregular, crowded buildings, these ones are unified.

IMAGE 45-UNIFIED BUILDING

IMAGE 45-UNIFIED BUILDING DIAGRAM
70

IMAGE 46-UNIFIED BUILDING PHOTO
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Space Typology Four: Multifunctional
Playground
The major part of the playground is a basketball court
and many seniors would sit and gather around it. The
rest is another playground of the kindergarten next to it.

IMAGE 47-MULTIFUNCTIONAL PLAYGROUND DIAGRAM
72

IMAGE 48-MULTIFUNCTIONAL PLAYGROUND PHOTO
Image from Weimeng Yao
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IMAGE 49-MULTIFUNCTIONAL PLAYGROUND IN GANGXIA VILLAGE
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Space Typology Five: Rooftop
Most of rooftops are not open to the public. Some of
them have simple structures for hanging out clothes
and growing plants, while some of them are kept empty
and rarely used by people.

IMAGE 50-ROOFTOP DIAGRAM
76

IMAGE 51-ROOFTOP PHOTO
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Space Typology Six: Backyard
These backyards are private and owned by the dwellers
living on the ground floor. Each of them are separated
from each other. It is usually used for hanging out
clothes and growing plants or foods.

IMAGE 52-BACKYARD DIAGRAM
78

IMAGE 53-BACKYARD PHOTO
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Space Typology Seven: Courtyard
The space is formed by surrounding buildings. It is
rarely used for gathering. The main function is to let
people pass through and park their electromobile.

IMAGE 54-COURTYARD DIAGRAM
80

IMAGE 55-COURTYARD PHOTO
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Space Typology Eight: Alley
Alley offers convenient traffic for walkers. There are
multiple kinds of it, some directly connected to the
indoor space, some narrow or wide, or without sunlight
passing through.manthings piled up.

IMAGE 56-ALLEY DIAGRAM
82

IMAGE 57-ALLEY PHOTO
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IMAGE 58-BUILDINGS ON GANGXIA VILLAGE

IMAGE 59-SPACE BETWEEN BUILDINGS

Buildings on Gangxia Village are so tight and close that leave
little outdoor spaces and sun for the people living inside.

Buildings are built so close together that neighbors can shake
hands with one another from their windows.

84
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Space Typology Nine: Road
On the two sides of the road, it is full of different kinds
of stores. The road is connected to the road by a few
steps of stairs in which many seniors sit and play table
games.

IMAGE 60-ROAD DIAGRAM
86

IMAGE 61-ROAD PHOTO
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Social Environment:
Through site visits, I found seniors’ activities inside
Gangxia Village at most occur on alleys and roads,
especially on the main central spine. Seniors prefer to sit
and play cards on the stairs in front of the stores or gather
on narrow alleys and play mahjong together by taking
personal small and light folding chairs.

IMAGE 62-FOUND SENIORS ACTIVITIES
88
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IMAGE 64-②-PLAY MAHJONG ON
THE ALLEY

IMAGE 65-③-SIT ON STAIRS NEXT TO
THE ROAD

IMAGE 66-⑤-SIT ON STAIRS IN FRONT
OF THE STORES

IMAGE 67-⑥-SIT ON THE SHORT WALL
NEAR THE PLAYGROUND

IMAGE 63-①-PLAY CARDS ON
STAIRS

IMAGE 66-④-WAIT FOR
PART-TIME JOBS ON STAIRS
90
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INTERVIEW QUESTIONS

INTERVIEW ANSWERS

Immigration Background
(1) Are you retired? native or immigrant?
(2) Why do you live here? Rent or your own
house? How long have you been here?

(1) Most of them are retired migrated seniors.
They follow their children to come or come for
better chances to make a living for themselves.
The time being here ranges from 3 to 15 years.

------JOB

Social Environment
(3) What do you usually do in public space?
(4) Are there many peers living in the village?
Do you hang out with them in your leisure
time?

(2) For some of them who keep taking part-time
job, they live alone in rented apartment, 1B1B,
while for the rest who raised by their childrens,
they live with their children.

------CHILDREN

(3) They usually go to nearby parks and buying
vegetables in the early morning, hang out or sit
at the roadside after breakfast, play cards or
majhong in the alley after the lunch.There are
different groups of seniors in each of which hold
similar interests or living goals.

------RECREATIONAL SPACE

(5) + (6) Good location. Nearby medical care is
not enough. People usually have to wait in line.

------MEDICAL SERVICE

(7) The paths in the village are too narrow and
too cold in winter due to the lack of sunshine,
and attract too many mosquito due to the lack
of public toilets. The trash are everywhere.

------SANITARY CONDITION

(8) Seldom public space, public chairs and
desks. For seniors still making a living by
themselves, they don’t care public spaces. For
those who have children’s supports, they have
more time to go to farther public spaces.

------BASIC FACILITY

(9) ) They seldom go to hospital since the
medical insurance of seniors without Shenzhen
“hukou” only covers 30% fees, whiile those with
Shenzhen “hukou” can cover more than 80%.

------MEDICAL INSURANCE

(10) Their ideal retired life are having money,
medical insurance and emotional sustenance.

------IDEAL RETIRED LIFE

Built Environment
(5) Do you think it is convenient to access to
nearby essential facilities, like hospitals,
schools, grocery and stations?
(6) Is the nearby medical care enough? Do
you go to hospital when you feel not well?
Which hospital? Why?
(7) What do you think of the walkability of
the paths in the village, like the width,
population density, lighting, speed,
convenience, safty or other sanitary
concerns?
(8)How is the nearby public space, like
green spaces, chairs, desks? Do you want
more public space? What kind of public
spaces do you want?
Living Habit
(9) Is the hospital expensive? How much
can Medicare cover for medical expenses?
Future Expectation
(10) What is your ideal retired life?
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I made an interview with
elder residents working or
living in Gangxia Village to
have a deeper
understanding of seniors’
existing conditions and
needs. The interview sample
size is 20 people on March
20, 2021.
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Chapter Four

Tidal Space

Based on research, seniors' activities are
active in the time while other users are less,
like the time earlier and later on the rush
hour in the morning around 8 and 9 o’clock,
and the time in the afternoon between 2 to 5
o’clock when workers are busy in the office.
My proposal called “Tidal space” means the
space works like a tidal, which is flexible at
different times of a day. When the tide rises
at the time people are everywhere, the
space can be unfolded to support a
maximum number of people, while the tide
ebbs at the time less people occupy the
space, the hidden urban furniture can
support activities for seniors. The same
space can keep original functions and
provide more functions for seniors’ needs.

IMAGE 69-PROJECT LOGO “敬”
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Footprint

Building Topography

IMAGE 70-FOOTPRINT DIAGRAM

IMAGE 71-BUILDING TOPOGRAPHY DIAGRAM
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Road System

Space Typologies

IMAGE 72-ROAD SYSTEM DIAGRAM

IMAGE 73-SPACE TYPOLOGIES DIAGRAM
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Principles:
(1) bring in programs
periodically, like public health
check, health lecture live, or
host community activities, to
make health and community
support services available.

(3) introduce folding urban
furniture and ways of scaffolding to the existing conditions
for more frequent seating and
resting needs of seniors while
going out.

(2) shorten distance between
shops, benches, trees for
shade and improve pavements
to provide seniors with a more
safe and accessible environment.

(4) add more lighting along
alleys and roads for a more
secure neighbourhood.

Image 74-Principle: Improve Accessibility
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Image 75-Principle: Folding Urban Furniture

(5) adopt cheerful color as one
of design elements to mark
those tidal spaces that can
offer spaces for seniors at the
time that most people don’t
use, deliver information at
spaces, and improve seniors’
experience emotionally and
visually.

(6) strategically remove low
buildings and transform them
into spaces to create opportunities for the elderly to be
socially active, to participate
in more social activities, like
playing cards or mahjong with
neighbors, drinking tea etc.

Image 76-Principle: Strategic Removal
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Branding: Be Age-friendly
I adopt the Chinese character of "敬", which means be
respectful, as the main part of the project logo to advocate
for respecting seniors in the village, trying to encourage
the elderly to go out and participate social activities. The
after-design community aims to let them feel at home in
public spaces.

1.
The right part of the logo in
pink indicates the use of folding
urban furniture in the site, and
some of them are especially
designed for seniors.

IMAGE 78-LOGO EXPLANATION DIAGRAM-1

2.
The left part of the logo, including the blue and the black, are
symmetrical. It shows the idea
of tidal space, different uses in
different times. The Blue means
priority furniture for seniors.

IMAGE 79-LOGO EXPLANATION DIAGRAM-2

3.
The black means furnitures is
open to everyone. The design
encourages all users in the
villages to enjoy the spaces
and provide voluntary considerations for seniors when resources are limited.

IMAGE 77-PROJECT LOGO DIAGRAM
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IMAGE 80-LOGO EXPLANATION DIAGRAM-3
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Proposal-Tidal Space

A Loop With Spine

The design aims to improve seniors’
experiences and create an environment for
seniors to go out and feel the spaces are as
comfortable as staying at home.

There are eight places along the loop designed
especially for the elderly and also are available
for other users in Gangxia Village.

IMAGE 81-DESIGN PROPOSAL DIAGRAM

IMAGE 82-DESIGN PROGRAMMING DIAGRAM
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Place One:
Ancestral Hall
The outdoor space is rarely used and does not allow
people living outside to come in. Half of it works as a
seniors apartment, but just some seniors live inside.

1

IMAGE 83-TIMELAPSE PHOTOES OF ANCESTRAL HALL
from 9:00 AM to 7:00 PM (from left to right, up to down)
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Design One:
From An Ancestral Hall to A Community
“Home”

Culture:
The ancestral hall conveys people’s desire for good things
from ancient times to the present. It would benefit more
people if we open it to the public.
Built Environment:
Ficus Square is a common gathering space in rural
villages. By keeping the original three Ficus trees on the
right side and turning them into a modern Ficus square
without physical edge, the wall. On the opposite side of
the square is a traditional style Ficus square. The goal is
to create a transitional space between the road on the
bottom and the building in one direction, between the
road on the left and the door of the ancestral hall on the
right in another direction, making the entrance of the
building not totally exposed to the noisy roads on three
sides.
Social Environment:
More activities are possible, like friends gathering and
talking, seating and resting, playing pingpong and reading
newspapers etc.

①
IMAGE 84-ANCESTRAL HALL PROPOSAL
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IMAGE 85-COMMUNITY “HOME” PERSPECTIVE
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Place Two:
Building Facade and Rooftop
This building is in a concave form. In the middle, there is a
piece of outdoor space that is less utilized by people all
day. Besides, in comparison with the surrounding highrise, people standing on the roof of the buildings in the
village would feel like standing at the bottom of a basin.

2
1

IMAGE 86-TIMELAPSE PHOTOES OF BUILDING FACADE
from 9:00 AM to 7:00 PM (from left to right, up to down)
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Design Two:
From A Building Facade to A Multistory Cloud
“Home”

Culture:
Seniors love quiet, sunny environments, love just sitting
and looking out for a long time.
Built Environment:
Make good use of the height to expand the accessible
spaces and take the vertical empty wall as the supporting
ground for building up the scaffolding. Adopting existing
indoor stairs to provide access, instead of relying on the
scaffolding, helps to simplify the structure and make it
more safe for the elderly.
Social Environment:
The activities are respectively sport equipment on the
ground floor, seatings on the second floor, mahjong and
chest tables on the third floor, look out platforms on the
fourth floor and swings on the fifth floor.

②
IMAGE 87-BUILDING FACADE PROPOSAL
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IMAGE 88-CLOUD “HOME” PERSPECTIVE
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Culture Expression:
Combining Chinese poems, characters, folks,
printing it out and hanging on the wall to
emphasize age-friendly community.

IMAGE 89-AGE-FRIENDLY COMMUNITY GRAPHIC DESIGN
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Place Three:
Junction
In the daytime, there are always some people sitting on
the stairs around this space. And before 9:00 in the
morning, the shop on the right is closed.

3
2
1

IMAGE 90-TIMELAPSE PHOTOES OF JUNCTION
from 9:00 AM to 7:00 PM (from left to right, up to down)
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Design Three:
From A Junction to A Resting “Home”

Culture:
The only tree existing in the village is right here. Keep it
and design it as a central focus to attract people to come
and sit around.
Built Environment:
Insert folding furniture on the wall next to the stairs and
add more moveable seats to provide more comfortable
and flexible seating for more people’s gathering. Break the
short wall next to the tree and create a bigger space on the
right hand to support activities needing larger space, like
popular square dancing.
Social Environment:
It functions as a space for seating and communicating,
and dancing out of the rush hours.

③
IMAGE 91-JUNCTION PROPOSAL
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IMAGE 92-RESTING “HOME” PERSPECTIVE
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Place Four:
A Low Building
There is a low usage rate building on the left hand and
some vacant outdoor spaces on the opposite side. At
noon time, less people cross the space.

4
3
2
1

IMAGE 93-TIMELAPSE PHOTOES OF LOW BUILDING
from 9:00 AM to 7:00 PM (from left to right, up to down)
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Sketch of Existing Condition:

IMAGE 94-LOW BUILDING SKETCH
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Design Four:
From A Low Building to A Folding Tea “Home”

Culture:
Seniors love drinking tea at higher places and love green.

④

Built Environment:
Turn the low building into a folding building whose four
walls on the ground floor can be open and able to engage
more people in the space when needed. Planting a new
tree in the center offers more coveri for people on the
second floor and creates a chance to get closer to nature.
Reforming the balconies on the right for people drinking
tea.
Social Environment:
It acts as a community center and offers lots of
recreational space for types of activities.

IMAGE 95-LOW BUILDING PROPOSAL
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IMAGE 96-TEA “HOME” PERSPECTIVE
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Place Five:
A Road
The ground floor along the road are all used for commerce,
selling all kinds of products, no exception. Several steps of
stairs connect the higher stores with the road. And seniors
prefer to sit and play cards and mahjong on these stairs.

5
4
3
2
1

IMAGE 97-TIMELAPSE PHOTOES OF ROAD
from 9:00 AM to 7:00 PM (from left to right, up to down)
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Sketch of Existing Road:

IMAGE 98-ROAD SKETCH
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Design Five:
⑤

From A Road to A Comfortable Stairs “Home”

Culture:
Seniors need to sit more frequently.
Built Environment:
To avoid the big changes for the existing features, the
proposal is to introduce ways of folding urban furniture on
walls or on stairs to provide more seats for residents,
especially seniors. More Lightings
guarantee a safer environment at night.
Social Environment:
Chest, cards and mahjong playing used to be here and
would keep happening on the site.

IMAGE 99-ROAD PROPOSAL
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IMAGE 100-STAIRS “HOME” PERSPECTIVE
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Folding Furniture and Age-friendly Culture:
In an age-friendly community, the policies, services and
structures related to the physical and social environment are
designed to help seniors age actively.

IMAGE 101-FOLDING URBAN FURNITURES GRAPHIC DESIGNS
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Alleys
Alley is an important feature of the village. There are
different sizes of alleys inside the village, narrow or wide.
Alleys are filled with protruding windows, clothes hanging
out to dry, water pipes, trash bins and personal motors,
etc, making the in-between spaces even narrow and tiny.

IMAGE 102-AN ALLEY WITH ELECTROMOBILE PARKING
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IMAGE 103-AN ALLEY WITH PERSONAL ENRANCES

IMAGE 104-AN ALLEY WITH A SHOP IN THE SIDE

IMAGE 105-AN ALLEY WITH TRASH BINS
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Place Six:
An Alley
Inside the village, numbers of narrow or wide alleys with a
few roads build up the road systems. Alleys play an
important role in connecting entrance of buildings to roads,
linking different roads to increase accessibility and
accommodate lots of living articles, motor bicycles, trash
bins, water pipes etc.

6
5
4
3
2
1

IMAGE 106-TIMELAPSE PHOTOES OF ALLEY
from 9:00 AM to 7:00 PM (from left to right, up to down)
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Sketch of Existing Alley:

IMAGE 107-ALLEY SKETCH
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IMAGE 108-ALLEY PROPOSAL SKETCH
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Design Six:
From A Narrow Alley to A Game “Home” inside
the alley

Culture:
Seniors need spaces with more privacy.
Built Environment:
More lighting guarantees a safer environment at night for
everyone in the village. Under the time with less occupied
the alleys, folding furniture can be unfolded and support
seniors’ activities.
Social Environment:
Activities include Chest, cards and mahjong playing.

⑥

IMAGE 109-ALLEY PROPOSAL-1
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IMAGE 110-GAME “HOME” PERSPECTIVE-1
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Place Seven:
7

An Alley

6
5
4

Except for accessibility, some activities exist in alleys, like
sitting and playing table games.

3
2
1

IMAGE 111-TIMELAPSE PHOTOES OF ALLEY
from 9:00 AM to 7:00 PM (from left to right, up to down)
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Design Seven:
From A Narrow Alley to A Game “Home” inside
the alley

Culture:
Seniors need spaces with more privacy.
Built Environment:
Add more lighting and sunshades. Under the time with less
occupied the alleys, people can open folding furniture to
play table games on it.
Social Environment:
The site can support chess, cards and mahjong playing.

⑦

IMAGE 112-ALLEY PROPOSAL-2
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IMAGE 113-GAME “HOME” PERSPECTIVE-2
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Place Eight:
8

A Courtyard
A gate separates this courtyard with the noisy environment
out of it. It is located at the center of five buildings and
used by people living in these surrounding buildings. It
functions as a space for passing by, which is rarely used
for gathering. But it is a relatively private space and has
good sunlight conditions.

7
6
5
4
3
2

1

IMAGE 114-TIMELAPSE PHOTOES OF COURTYARD
from 9:00 AM to 7:00 PM (from left to right, up to down)
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Design Eight:
From A Empty Courtyard to A Ficus “Home”

Culture:
Seniors need semi-open spaces with intimate friends.
Built Environment:
Grey brick pavement, round brick bench establish a
traditional style Ficus Square. Climbing plants on the back
act as a green background, blocking the monster high-rise.
Green becomes the main character in the site.
Social Environment:
Bring, hang and play with caged birds. Listen to birds
singing, lay down under the tree, feel the wind with grass
smell, look toward the sky and have a dream. Being
Immersed in a green world and totally escaping from the
real world for a moment .

⑧

IMAGE 115-COURTYARD PROPOSAL
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IMAGE 116-FICUS “HOME” PERSPECTIVE
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Final Statement
The impression of the village of Gangxia for
me is how tiny are the spaces between
buildings and how limited are the public
spaces, how busy are the stores and how
quick are the paces of young people,
especially how many seniors sit on the stairs
for a long time. I seldom see smiles on their
faces which mostly show how tough life is
and how tired they are, based on my firsthand observations.
With more and more research, I become
more curious about all the things
interweaving in the village. When I
interviewed the elderly in the village, I found
most of them do not know what landscape
architecture is and what do landscape
architects do. They are accustomed to
hiding their feelings for space at the first
meeting. And they do not believe they are
connected with space. In other words, they
do not feel a sense of belonging in Gangxia
Village. So how to bring both seniors and
the space closer becomes a major problem
I need to solve.
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Looking back on my whole thesis, I feel the
relationship between neighborhood and
seniors is a much more complex problem.
Firstly, seniors’ needs are diverse. It not only
highly depends on the neighbourhood
conditions, but family structure and financial
situation as well. Secondly, I am thinking, as
this urban village changes in the future, if
my design has the capability to adapt to the
new environment? How many years should
we design for? Thirdly, the choices of
materials matter in my project. How to use
the quality of the materials to reconnect the
bonds between rural village and urban
village’s images? Lastly, from a larger
perspective, seniors are a huge and
unexplorable resource. As seniors’ pension
gets higher in China and more and more
seniors are willing to spend money on their
own, senior economics would play a more
important role in our society. How to
balance designing for seniors and
developing the market?

Last but not least, most of my strategies
remind me of a term, Tactical Urbanism. It
practices short-term action for long-term
change, which is just what I am pursuing in
my project.
Firstly, I try to engage more people in more
landscape architecture projects by
repurposing under-utilized places using
temporary, low-cost but effective materials
and transforming them into more dynamic
public spaces. Just simple interventions can
let the spaces become more flexible based
on the change of needs in different times,
festivals and weathers. The temporary texts
or signals as a kind of graphic display and
cultural exhibition, traffic calming for a day
or a weekend for social activities, colorful
folding furniture beside or on the stairs, and
turning spaces which become vacant after
the shop next to it closed into pop-up parks
for square dancing, are programs in my
design proposal.

Secondly, these temporary programs work
as a tool. The goal of the short-term
proposal is to help understand seniors’
needs and preferences, to help formulate
and plan another long-term project which
can solve local problems more effectively.
The process of executing short-term
projects also is an opportunity for people to
build connections with the place and
engage with the change. It is a transitional
period during the achievement of the longterm goal, which is critical to the success of
the longer-term project.
In conclusion, to build up a deeper
understanding of the relationship between
neighborhood and seniors, I need to think
more about community engagement, project
programming and branding for the next
step of my project.
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